THE ULTIMATE, PERSONALIZED, FOCUSED EXPERIENCE.

We’ll give you the tools and skills to shine whenever you are communicating—whether on a big stage with bright lights or around a boardroom table.

It’s concentrated, customized and dedicated entirely to you:

► Improve your executive presence and credibility
► Gain the recipe to our trade secret: The Decker Grid™, a powerful way to create focused, results-oriented messages in half the time
► Get unscripted — connect in an authentic way
► Build trust as a leader
► Use storytelling to communicate change, paint a picture of success and shape a tough conversation
► Create rapport and connection with your audience
► Motivate and inspire others to take action
► Handle Q+A sessions (by friend or foe) — analysts, press, team
► Launch a vision and align your organization
► Pinpoint gaps in your communications and make pivotal, concrete changes
► Move at the pace you learn

Less theory, more practice.
Tactical, trusted takeaways for leaders.

COMMITMENT DETAILS

► One pre-call to customize your experience (20 minutes)
► One intensive day — completely tailored to your specific needs (8 hours)
► Video feedback and personal coaching
► Designed for Senior Directors, VPs, C-Suite Executives

877.485.0700 www.decker.com @deckercomm

New York City San Francisco Silicon Valley
Or wherever you are.